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Across
3. a group of people called by a sheriff in order to
help enforce laws
5. having to do with a religion founded in India
more than 2,500 years ago
6. a person whose job it is to make medicines
and drugs
10. soil from a wet area that is made up of
decayed plants
11. to make last
12. people or animals killed as part of a ceremony
or as an offering to a god
15. sitting silently while focusing on a single
thought
18. containers in which dead people are placed
for burying
19. robber
21. a living thing that is neither a plant nor an
animal and grows on damp surfaces
23. hard to do
24. tiny, simple living things that can eat flesh

Down
1. people who preserve dead bodies
2. not eating
3. a mixture of water and tiny bits of rock that
hardens as it dries
4. a dead body
7. a place where people who have devoted their
lives to their faith work and live
8. things that bring or cause evil or misfortune;
spells
9. stories handed down from the past that may be
based on fact but are not always completely true
13. the typical weather in a place
14. a large tomb, often made of stone, that sits
aboveground
16. parts of the body, such as the lungs, that do a
particular job
17. a list of ingredients used to make something
20. rooms, buildings, or graves where dead
bodies are kept
22. areas of soft, wet ground



Across
25. a fuzzy green plant that sometimes covers
rocks or tree bark
26. a scientist who learns about ancient times by
studying things he or she digs up
27. a system of government that puts all power in
the hands of one political party and limits the
amount of property people own


